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In a time and age when the Gift of the

Prophet and the Prophetic is so

misunderstood and abused by those in the

church, this workbook, “Releasing the

Seers’ Gift in You”, brings clarity to both

the operation of the Office of the Prophet

as well as the gift of the Prophetic.  It is not

only an informative piece of work, but

instructional help for those who seek Word

based understanding of the Prophetic that

operates in us all. 

 

Prophet Ricky Dent truly has tapped the

core of the Prophetic Heart in this

insightful and instructive writing and

workbook.   One can tell that the writer is

seasoned in the prophetic but also that

wisdom from Heaven has been imparted

unto him.

 



I believe that as the Kingdom is constantly

being propelled forward in its Mandate of

equipping the Saints of God, “Releasing

the Seers’ Gift in You” is a much

needed work for Leaders and Laypersons

alike in the Church.

 

 

+Bishop Dr. Shel’don Hudson

Across All Boundaries Christian Church

 

 

Releasing the Seer’s Gift in You is an

exceptional book by Prophet Ricky Dent.  It

provides in-depth revelations that could

only have come through meditation and

personal experiences of listening to and

living out the Rhema words of Yahweh. 

This book can take you to another

dimension of understanding in the

prophetic.  But it must be read with an ear

to hear what the Spirit is saying.

 

Elder Carol Woodard

Across All Boundaries Christian Church   

 Endorsement



 

I met Prophet Ricky Dent twenty

years ago in Atlanta, Georgia and God

used him mightily to mentor me in the

Prophetic ministry and the Word of

Life. He is not only versed in the Word

of God, have great insight into

revelation knowledge, rightly

dissecting the truth but he has great

insight into the heavenly places. He

seems to be one of the Elijah of our

days that can say “before God whom I

stand” because he is so connected

with the happenings up there that I

often wonder if he is an angel

dwelling among men. His book

“Releasing the Seers Gift In You”

does not come as a surprise because

he is qualified to speak on that

subject.

 

 

The book is full of revelations of the

Word and deep prophetic insight such

that the eyes of the reader can open

up to see by grace gifts those things



that God has prepared for them that

love him. Having read the book

myself, I assure you that it will

greatly enhance your knowledge of

the Seer’s ministry and the balance

between the word and the spirit will

help you to strike a balance in your

life and ministry.

 

 

Joses Hizkiah

Unfailing Life Int’l Ministry

Lagos, Nigeria 
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Prophet Dent is an amazing man who has God given wisdom

as it relates to prophetic ministry. In his book "Releasing

The Seer’s Gift In You" , he shares Holy Ghost inspired

truth, dynamic insight, and powerful revelation, That will



enlighten strengthen and motivate you. This book will unlock

your understanding in a way you never thought possible,

creating a passion for the gift that God has placed in you. If

you have a desire for increase and release, I strongly

encourage you to read this book.

 

Apostle Arthur Johnson

Miracles Unlimited Ministries

 

 

In his book "Releasing The Seer’s Gift In You", Prophet

Dent has thoroughly searched the scripture as well as the

Holy Spirit to bring into fruition the divine revelation of how

to launch out into the deep as it relates to moving into the

prophetic realm.  This book will teach you the fine points of

biblical meditation, how to be sensitive to the Holy Spirit,

and to boldly go where you have never been in the Spirit

Realm. For all those who desire to fine tune their intimacy

with God, "Releasing The Seers Gift In You" is a must

read.

 

 

Pastor Mavid Johnson

Miracles Unlimited Ministries

 

 

Releasing the Seers gift in you gives

clear and direct instructions and steps to

help empower to increase one's spiritual

discernment. Prophet Dent’s revelation on

the correlation between the spirit and the

physiological function of the brain is not

only interesting but noteworthy. This



writing is in alignment with the logos and

we are reminded of the necessity for

memorizing the word and the power of

meditation.

Apostle Ivy N. Springer

Spirit of Love Life Empowerment

International Austelll Georgia
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I have just finished the book and all I can

say is absolutely

awesome.  It’s a must read for anyone that

is a beginner or one that

has been operating in the Seer gifts. It

unlocks so much new revelation

concerning the inner and outer workings of

the gift. You literally walk

out the gifting in many levels in this book. I

would recommend this book to

others. Wow is all that I can say again. This

book will literally travel

the world it is Much Needed for such a

time as this!

Dejr Bostick

President



HT Consulting LLC

1.         The First Frontier: Born Again Experiences,

Then Spirit Filled

 

2.        Receiving Revelation from Scripture

Gal. 3:8 "And the scripture FORSEEING…”

 

3.        The Lost Art Biblical Meditation

1Tim 4:15 “Meditate upon these things,(Rhema) give

thyself wholly to them;

that thy profiting may appear to all.”

 

4.        Receiving Inspired Thoughts, Visions and

Divine Imaginations

St. John 12:36 “While ye have light, believe in the light

that ye may be

the children of light.”

 

5.        Releasing The Revelation Gifts – (Seer Gifts)

        Word of Knowledge

        Word of Wisdom

        Discernment of Spirits

         St. John 16:13 “Howbeit when He the Spirit of Truth is

come. He will Lead

         and guide you into all truth.  He will not speak of

himself. But whatsoever

         He hears, that shall he speak and HE WILL SHOW

YOU THINGS (Rhema)

        TO COME.”

 

6.        Understanding How The Mind Process

Thoughts

St. John 4:24 “God is a Spirit and they that worship Him

must worship Him

in Spirit and in Truth.”



 

7.        Releasing Angelic Support

Hebrew 1:14 “Are they (Angels) not all ministering

spirits, sent forth to minister

FOR them who shall be heirs of salvation.”

 

8.        Looking Down To See Up

St. John 8:6 “But Jesus stooped down and with his finger

wrote on the ground …”

 

9.        Unlocking the 4th. Dimensional Seer Gifting

through “LOVE”

Eph. 3:18-19 “May be able to comprehend with all

saints what is the Breadth,

and Length, and Depth, and Height.  And to know the

love of Christ which

passeth knowledge, that ye might be filled with the

fullness of God.”

 

10.     Prophetic Video Testimonies

Facebook.com/ricky.dent

Rev. 12:11 “And they overcame him by the blood of the

Lamb, and by the word

of their TESTIMONY…”

 

11.      Online Prophetic Seer Boot Camp & In-depth

Seer Training School

Acts. II The Awaking of the Living Epistles

http://www.wiziq.com/tutor-profile/108876-prophet-ricky-

dent

 

The First Frontier: Born Again Experiences Then Spirit

Filled

 

The born again experience for me was very surface. This is

not a put down on anyone’s personal experience, I am only



sharing what happened and how I became a Seer.   I had

received salvation many times before I was Spirit-filled. And

for me there was no big change in me.  The first few times I

said what the TV Evangelist asked me to say, asking Jesus

into my heart, receiving somewhat of an emotional

conversion with Christ but no deep change in character or

life style. So I would fall back into my old habits. The enemy

did not want to let me go or release his dark plans for my

life.   Being raised in a very dysfunctional family opened

many doors to the powers of darkness. I would experience

attacks from the enemy many times after receiving

salvation.   For example, one night after giving my life to

Christ, I woke up feeling like I was being choked and hearing

the enemy say “You better not say that name! I’m

thinking “What name?” Then I remembered and said

JESUS!! JESUS!  Then it broke off me. It was quite an affair

to return to sleep that night. This was all happening during

middle school and the early high school years.

 

After about two or three times of trying to receive salvation

and experiencing these attacks from the enemy, I simply

gave up on being saved or participating in any church

activities.   Then my life fell into a dark period of rebellion,

drugs, and crime. I was not looking for the Lord when he

found me. In fact, I thought I was happy in my sinful life. I

was living with an older woman doing drugs and didn’t see

any need for a change. That was until I ran into an old friend

from high school.   He had gotten really saved   and was

married too. Yes, James the player had gotten married! I

couldn’t believe the guy that could have any woman he

wanted to have had gotten a wife! He invited me to church. I

said yes, but really didn’t plan on going. I was giving lip

service  to the conversation.  He asked me a few more times.

I finally said yes just to get him off my back.   I had always

attended the local Baptist Church where I lived.   This was

one of those Holy Roller churches. The ones where they play



the loud music and everyone is running around the room like

something is chasing them.
 

Looking back I could discern that these people had

something “in them” that I didn’t.  I didn’t know what it was

and didn’t know if I wanted it.  But there was a joy to them.

They seemed happy about everything, good or bad.  I said to

myself “These people must be on some kind of drug. They

are on something for sure. Then they would start talking in

these funny languages that made them act all the more

wild.   Then one would speak very loudly in this odd, non-

English language and another one would start speaking in

English, explaining what was just said. Wow! This was

craziness to the fifth power. Yet, I felt at home with these

crazy people. They liked me. I mean really liked me and they

didn’t even know me.

             

 

I was sitting in my chair listening to the loud music and

watching all this running and jumping going on, when I heard

a voice in my head that said “why are you sitting down?

At least you can get up and clap your hands to the

music.” So I got up and started to clap my hands to the

beat.   Then something grabbed me! I couldn’t stop

clapping and my legs were jumping higher and higher. 

That’s when I sat down real fast and grabbed the chair and

said, “Please Lord, don’t throw me on the floor and

shame me in front of these people.” The Spirit simply

lifted off of me.  Now I didn’t know anything about the Holy

Spirit or Holy Ghost at that time. I was just afraid of

something taking control of me and having me act like those

crazy people. (Sometimes we all miss God!) At this time, I

felt that I was loosing my self control. I got up and ran for the

back door of the church.   I got outside of the door and it

started to rain. It was really hard rain. I then heard that voice

again say “Where are you going? Where do you have



to go to? Didn’t you say to prove myself?”  I was always

a smart mouth, saying things like “God got to prove it to

me!” Therefore, I turned around and came back into the

church, sitting on the back row. I had come face to face

with a little more truth then I was ready to handle. I

would hear those words a few more times before I was ready

to face them head on. “You told me to prove myself”

 
 

Thank God! He ain’t through with us yet!

Apprehended by the Spirit
 

Church service was finally over and it was time to go

home. I had no plans of ever coming back to this place or so

I thought.   In fact, I came home and started to talk about

what happened. I told people not to go up to that church.

“They’ve got something that will jump on you up

there.” Still knowing nothing about the Holy Spirit or His

power, unknowingly I was speaking against the power. Thank

God for mercy and grace. There is an old saying in our

community “God looks out for babies and fools”
 

 

My first encounter with a word of knowledge

 

One day, I was walking through a neighborhood headed

home when I heard   a voice calling me. “Bro. Ricky! Bro.

Ricky!” “Bro. who?” I said to myself? I turned to see the

person calling me.   It was a young girl on a bike throwing

newspapers. “Hi Bro. Ricky where have you been, we

miss you at church”

Oh God it’s one of those crazy people from that church! 

The one that does all the running like something is chasing

them.   “Hi, I’m Baptist”, I said, thinking she is trying to get

me saved or something, I’ll tell her I’m already saved I’m

Baptist, I’m already in the Club. “No that’s not what he

told me to tell you,” she says. Then she begins to tell me



“The Lord showed me you with this woman.” She

gave details of the event. My mind was blown. I was mad,

afraid, and excited all at the same time.   “He said you

need to stop doing that. He loves you.” And she took off

on her bike. I was standing there blown away. “What just

happened? How did she know all of that?” Then that little

small voice again in my head said   “You told me to prove

myself.”  Now I wanted to disbelieve yet. I can’t. Something

is happening to me on another level.

 

 

 

I returned home after this experience and start a major

fight with the older woman. I asked her “Have you let

anyone into this house?  I met this little girl that told

me all of our personal business today” She says, “No

one has been in this house today and what little girl?

Are you crazy?” The carnal mind is always trying to

disbelieve God on any level.

 

A few nights later I was still living with this woman, with

no plans of leaving, (so I thought.) Yet, I am getting this

strong inner feeling of going to get saved, to go back to the

church and see if all this is real or to determine if I am going

crazy.  That little voice is continuing to talk to me more and

more now. It is saying the words “You told me to prove

myself.”

My old friend James, who initially invited me to church,

was hounding me. He  stopped by my mother’s house every

day. All I knew was that I didn’t have any peace with the

woman that I lived with, she hadn’t changed. I had, but how?

 

Over the years I have learned a few things about God,

He is not looking for special people. We are all equal in his

sight. He loves us all the same and on the same level. He

does pay close attention to the desperate ones.   He



knows how to get your attention and how to make you hurry

for him. I became very desperate to know the truth. 

Desperation will drive you into His presence faster then you

may even want to go.   All my life I wanted to know if God

was real or some joke and now, here He was, inviting me to

come and hang out with the crazy people. Come my way, not

your way son.

 

 

A Full Encounter With The Holy Ghost: The True Seer

 

Later that night after arguing with old girl, I picked up

the phone and called James. I asked him to meet me in front

of my mother’s house to talk. He agreed to come. It was

around 12:30am, yet he gladly came.   We drove to his

apartment. James led me through the salvation prayer. I had

done that before with the TV Evangelist. Then he asked me a

question, “Do you want the Holy Ghost?” I asked,

“What’s that”? He told me that the Holy Ghost is the power

to keep you. I answered him, “Yes I’m going to need all that I

can get.” He then laid his hand on my head. During this

moment my mind was racing all over the place. The carnal

mind was fighting hard saying, “You are crazier than those

people if you do this. Where are you going to stay to night?

You can’t stay here! Are you going back to old girl?   Your

mother is not going to let you stay with her. You haven’t

been there in three years. You fool! Where are you going

now”? I didn’t even hear his prayer all I heard was “You Got

it!”   The HOLY GHOST, YOU GOT IT.

 

Please hear me out I’m not belittling the infilling of the

Holy Ghost by any means, just keeping it real by sharing

what happened. I didn’t even speak in tongues at that

moment of infilling, that happened later. God has his way of

doing what he wants to us his way. I asked James to take me

to my mother’s house. He did take me it was around 3:30



am.   My mother usually doesn’t open the door for anyone

this time of morning, this was my first miracle. She came to

the door herself and let me in!

 

 

I hadn’t lived with my mother in three years. I went to

my old room, fell on the bed and started to pray a simple

prayer, “God please keep me.” I had never had any

dreams other than nightmares at that point in my life.

However, that night my eyes are open by the Holy Spirit to

dream dreams and see visions.  As it is written “I will pour

out my Spirit and your young men shall see visions

and your old man shall dream dreams.” I was having full

dreams and visions of the events of the next day that night

in my bed. It was awesome. I saw the people I would meet.

The places I would go to and the times. I would stay and

return to this house.

 

Wow Wow is an understatement to what was to happen

night after night. This went on for over a year.  I don’t want

to appear to be sounding special. I credit all of this to the

level of desperation I was under.  God had positioned me

to receive from the Holy Spirit because of my great need.  I

was in a desperate situation. First, I believe it was my

inability to read properly.  I was reading on a 5th. grade level.

Therefore I couldn’t read the Bible. Second, I was a drug user

and dealer. When I was filled with the Spirit I received full

deliverance from drugs. However, that deliverance did not

cover the large debt I owed the drug dealers that sold drugs

in front of my mother’s home.   There were times he would

give me visions and dreams of when to come out the house

so I would not have to face them. God has a reason for what

and how he does His work in each of us. We are all originals

not copies. Therefore, his ways are unique to and for us all.

There may be some general connections, but his ways are

past finding out. Even how He has taught and trained me in



sharing the seer gifts is unique.  Speaking of His uniqueness,

the young lady that gave me my first prophetic word would

became my wife (of 29 years now) four years later after that

prophetic word.   God is just too good, real, and unique! We

have two wonderful children, Nathaniel and Katelyn Dent.
 

 

Receiving Revelation from Scripture
 

Paul’s prayer for the Ephesian’s church is my prayer for

all who encounter this book. Eph. 1:17-18 states, “That the

God of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of glory may give

unto you the SPIRIT OF WISDOM and REVELATON in the

knowledge of him. The eyes of your understanding being

enlighten…” Revelation simply means “Divine Insight into

God’s view or point of view (His perception)”.   God has no

blind sides unlike humans who all have a blind side. As we

read and believe the Word of God His Holy Spirit unveils and

reveals God’s divine insight and point of view which releases

faith and power within our spirits. The Spirit of Wisdom and

Revelation is the tool the Holy Spirit will use to minister

divine insight and understanding to the believer.   Paul

wanted the Ephesian Church to have spiritual insight and

foresight into the plan and purpose of God for their lives.  He

wanted them to SEE through and by the Spirit, not just have

head knowledge.   You can read this book with just your

logical mind and get nothing but information or you can read

it with and through the Spirit of Wisdom and Revelation and

have your life forever changed.

 

 

 

    Ten Scripture Revelations for Seers

 

1.) St John 16:13,   2.) Rev. 12:11      3.) Phil 1:6     4.) St.

John 4:24



5.) St. John 12:3   6.) Heb. 1:14        7.) 1Tim 4:15 8.)

Joshua 1:8 10.)   

9.) Mark 13:11      10.) 1Cor. 14:2

 

It is written in St. John 16:13 “Howbeit when He the Spirit

of Truth is come.   He will lead and guide you into all truth. 

He will not speak of himself. But Whatsoever he hears, that

shall he speak and HE WILL SHOW YOU THINGS TO COME. He

will reveal present and future truth by vision and revelation.

The Holy Spirit is the true Seer. One of His assignments is to

reveal truth unto us as believers.

 

When I discovered this glorious truth, that He, the Spirit of

Truth, was more than just a warm feeling; that He has inside

information for me, things that I could not know without His

revealing them to me. Now how was he going to SHOW ME? 

The Holy Spirit is going to use his gifts to talk to and show

me present and future events, especially things that aid me

in my calling and purpose in him. Even in the writing of this

book, he is going to teach and show me what I need to know.

 

God’s whole purpose is to teach and SHOW US ALL.

Therefore there is a Seer within us all, to see and know the

mysteries of God.  The spirit of man is the candlestick of the

Lord enlightening and showing us his will for our lives.

 

Learning the How of it all

 

There are nine gifts which come with the Holy Spirit. They

are outlined in three areas: first the Verbal Gifts: Prophecy,

Divers Kinds of Tongues, &   Interpretation of   Tongues.

Second are the three revelation gifts: Word of Knowledge, 

Word of Wisdom,   Discernment of Spirits.   The Third

area is the Power Gifts: Faith, Gifts of Healing and Working of

Miracles.
 



When the Holy Spirit wants to reveal or show us something

he uses the revelation gifts, Word of Knowledge, Word of

Wisdom and Discernment of Spirits. It is written in Mark

13:11 to “… Take No Thought before hand what ye shall

speak, … whatsoever shall be given you in that hour that

speak ye, for it is not you that speak, but the Holy Ghost.”

 

In order to get a clearer understanding of “Take No

Thought” we need to look at how the human mind works. It

runs on thoughts; the analyzing or reasoning of thoughts as

well as imaginations. Another verse says “it shall be GIVEN

you.” Given thoughts are usually found within the

imagination which is the visionary side of our thinking. The

Bible speaks of inspired imagination and vain imagination.

We are told in 2Cor.10:5 “Casting down vain imaginations

and every high thing that exaleth itself against the

knowledge of God.”

 

 

 

One of the basic levels of the seer gifting is inspired

imagination and visions given by the Holy Spirit, which are

called a Word of knowledge or a Word of Wisdom &

Discernment, which reveals present and future answers.  The

world calls them “Aha moments,” when foresight and

wisdom are revealed about things unknown before hand. The

human brain has two sides the creative side (imaginative)

and the reasoning side (the logical). The scripture which

confirms the fact that there are two sides to the brain is St.

John 4:24 “God is a spirit: and they that worship him must

worship him in SPIRIT and in TRUTH.” Spirit is the right or

creative and imaginative side of the brain while Truth is the

reasoning and logical side. Most religious people favor truth

over the spiritual side. Yet we are call to worship in Spirit and

Truth, with our whole heart and mind.   God speaks to the

automatic side of our brains first, which is the creative and



imaginative side. When I say automatic I mean there are

parts of our brain that work without any thinking on our part.

For example the heart beats, we breathe. Our eyes bat. They

work on a subconscious level. We are conscious of thoughts

that tell our legs and hands to rise, all this works from the

truth side. This is one of the ways to know that God has

revealed something to you, it sticks or is set. Things that are

developed and revealed to your subconscious have a way of

becoming apart of our automatic system. When operating in

the gifts of the Spirit there is a automatic flowing not a lot of

thinking is done, the Spirit is at work.

 

Example of a Word of Wisdom while sharing with a

woman. 

 

We were ministering at a prophetic school. I ask the

Lord to give me a word for the people, I knew I would be

ministering prophetically to the students. So when a student

came up to me I began to see in the Spirit, I saw her stand

before me with two young children standing beside her.  Yet

in the natural it was only her standing before me. Then I

began to say what I was seeing “I see two children standing

beside you as you stand. She begins to cry.” I didn’t know

but God did know that she was engaged to be married to a

man that has two small children. She wanted the Lord to let

her know if she was to marry him or not. As we ministered to

her I said “these are your children” not knowing in the

natural or by reasoning or the logical mind if she even had

any children. However the Lord knew what she needed to

hear. Amen.

 

There are three phases to receiving revelation from the

Word. The first is the BELIEVING phase. The scriptures say

that the devil believes, even fears, when he thinks about the

Word. Yet, for so many this is the only level of faith we know

“BELIEVE.” However, we must move from believing to



KNOWING, which is when the Holy Spirit gives you an

encounter or experience in the Word of truth.   You know by

experience. The third stage is REST. At this point we have

full assurance. When truth becomes what we know, there is

a rest we enter into. It is call 30 fold, 60 fold then 100 fold

production and growth of the seed of truth.   True revelation

is not automatic or instant. Inspiration is instant.

 

 

 

                           As we read we are inspired, or enlighten, by the

Holy Spirit, but full and workable revelation requires more.

The Holy Spirit has to get the Word into the “good ground” of

our hearts as spoken of in the parable of the sower sowing

seed into difference areas and levels. Some (seeds lay) by

the wayside, some on stony ground others among

thornes then the good ground. There is a process to

growing deeper in the things of God, it is not microwavable.

It is the cultivating and formation of inspired thoughts,

inspired images and rhema moments that determine how far

we will grow and go in God’s kingdom.  We all are not taken

straight into heaven to receive deep encounters yet we all

can develop and grow into these experiences. The process

does increase as our spirits grow and develop.   I want to

encourage every one that reads these new glory encounter

books and seers material not to faint or give up, just enjoy

your journey short or long. Remember two thirds of how we

spell God is Go & backward is do, so just keep going and

doing what you’re learning and continue experiencing more

of him.

 

Now back into our scripture, St. John 16:13, “Howbeit

when He the Spirit of truth is come. He will lead and guide

you into all truth. He will not speak of himself.   But

whatsoever he hears that shall he speak and HE WILL

SHOW YOU THINGS (Rhema) TO COME.”   The inspired



thought or rhema thoughts that the Holy Spirit enlighten for

me was He will show you rhema to come. I had read this

verse many times yet, at that time this was what the Lord

wanted to focus on. It was what he was enlightening for me

to meditate on and to plant deep within my spirit. God picks

the rhema words or enlighten thoughts but we must do the

planting of them within our hearts. This is where the lost art

of biblical meditation comes. We must plant the word by

mediating on it as stated in Joshua 1:8 “This book of the

law shall not depart out of thy mouth, but thou shalt

MEDITATE therein day and night, that thou mayest observe

to do according to all that is written therein; for then thou

shalt make thy way prosperous, and then thou shalt have

good success.”  No matter how beautiful a rose may look if it

is kept out of water or the ground long enough it will wither

and die. We are the plantings of the Lord. In short, wondering

Christians don’t last very long. We only keep what is planted

deep, when you turn that vision or dream in the night into a

message in the day, or a book to help someone alone the

way.  You become productive and grow as you go.

 

Unforturnely, the world corrupts our inspired thoughts

with its overwhelming lusts (self-willed desires) and vain

imaginations that constantly assorts us daily.   The prophets

of old were trained to listen and be still in His presence. They

developed prophetic schools with this purpose, to learn and

to hear the still, small voice of God. We run in and out of

church demanding to hear the word of God within 45

minutes or less. We have lost the art of Biblical Meditation

and a trained ear to hear. We want it all, but (quickly)

microwavable. None of this is hard or impossible to learn but

none of it can be learned fast. Time and discipline is the key

to real growth as a Seer. This book is a vital key to the

journey. Our goal is to get you, the reader, headed in the

right direction on your journey.

 



 

Memory Activation Exercise

 

Commit to memory the above Ten scriptures to open you

heart to see more into the Kingdom.   As you memorize St.

John 16:13 focus your meditation on “…He will show you

things (rhema) to come.”   You want to not just think on

the words. Move into your imagination and see what the

Spirit is focusing on. The way the Spirit will begin to open up

fresh vision and insight to you will amaze you. That will

become revelation that moves you from believing to knowing

this awesome truth.

 

The Lost Art of Biblical Meditation

 

           A spirit focused & developed mind is a powerful tool

against the enemy and a sign of spiritual growth. We spend

most of out productive years developing the reasoning side

of the brain. Very little is done with the creative and

imaginative side unless we are in entertainment and the

arts. The enemy has gained much growth in these areas of

our thinking by keeping us out of the invisible world and

stuck in the natural. The highest paid jobs go to

entertainment, such as sports, music etc. These individuals,

alone with the magic words of fame and stardom.

 

       We spend most of our time in negative meditation which

is old fashion worry, or prolong thoughts in the wrong

direction to the point it take over our lives. Job said “… the

things I so greatly feared is come upon me.”   The power of

negative meditation!   Wow what if we did it right from a

positive biblical mind set. Imagine all the possibilities.  If we

are to mature in the revelation gifts we must mature in the

art of biblical meditation. Our sight is weak because our

mind is fill with vain and lustful imaginations. It is a proven

fact that at the end of high school most of our children have



a larger left brain (logical side) then right. And the only time

we discover the right brains value is in the entertainment of

ourselves an others. 
 

       Looking at the last presidential election. Now it doesn’t

matter who you voted for.  However, I am still amazed at the

mental creativity of the winner, the unique way the elections

were ran.
 

Technology has been used on a new level at the start of the

2008 election. The positive power in a cell phone and the

internet were used by creative minds. While some were still

using signs in front yards, others were getting play by play

texts on their cell phones.
 

The prophets of old were not blessed to be filled with

the Holy Spirit yet they may have been more productive with

there visitations then we are with our habitation. What did

they know that we do not or have lost? Could it be the power

of a focused mind through meditation? When God spoke they

had to remember, it could be years before he would speak

again. There were no tape recorders or You Tube play backs. 

All these tools are wonderful in their place yet they can make

us mentally lazy. For example their is no needs to learn to

spell, we all have spell checker built on our word processors. 

 

 

           1Tim. 4:15 “Meditate upon these things (rhema) give

thyself wholly to them, that thy profiting may appear to all.” 

As the Apostle Paul writes to his spiritual son Timothy

instructing him to give attendance to four main things in the

development of his ministry and walk in the Lord.   Give

attendance to first READING, second to EXHORTATION,

third to DOCTRINE, then fourth.   Neglect not the GIFT

that is in thee. The gifts are developed and matured through

meditation.

 



Meditation is as old as the prophets and is found within

every culture.   It is spoken of directly in the bible in

scriptures like Joshua 1:8 “This book of the law shall not

depart out of thy mouth, but thou shalt MEDITATE therein

day and night, that thou mayest observe to do according to

all  that is written therein; for then thou shalt make thy way

prosperous, and then thou shalt have good success.” To truly

get an in-depth understanding and revelation of this verse

we need an in-depth understanding of how the mind and

human spirit functions. Because the natural bears witness or

reflects the spiritual and invisible.   In short God did not

design us in his image to work against that image or

creation. The image starts in three folds, which is God the

Father, God the Son and The Holy Ghost three yet one, then

Man, spirit, soul & body. When God created and developed

the brain in man, it is to work in both worlds the visible and

invisible or spiritual.  Therefore he developed the logical and

reasoning side of the brain to respond to the natural work,

and the creative an imaginative side to connect to the

spiritual world, for He is a Spirit, and He must communicate

with his man Spirit to spirit. Remember it is written, “God is

the light on the candle stick of mans spirit and mind. The

mind of man is much larger and greater then the brain and

the imagination is the door way into the mind and man’s

creative and spiritual side. It is also the part of man that is

constantly under attack by the enemy to pervert or break its

connection to God or godly truth.  It always amazes me that

as long as the mind is used by the world, man can imagine

anything no matter how perverted or horrible.   Just look at

our current movies and the crazy story lines; there is no limit

to how far the human mind can travel in that direction.

 

Scientist have proven that the brain operates on a wave

system called Beta waves, Alpha waves, Theta waves &

Delta waves. The brain is in its best state of meditation is

at the Alpha & Theta wave states. Sometimes it blows my



mind to see how smart God is, He created the the gifts of

tongues to put us in a meditative state so that the He could

enlighten and develop our creativity and godly imagination

then download fresh rhema and revelation into us. It is

written 1Cor.14:2“…Howbeit in the Spirit he speaketh

mysteries.”  Yes! Speaking in tongues is more than just some

funny sounds that do not make any sense in the natural. The

frequency of sound waves is what changes the wave states

of the brain.

 

 

The gift of tongue helps bring the mind into the Alpha

& Theta wave state of meditation. God will give us

nothing that subtracts from the natural creation, everything

works together in harmony, the spiritual and the natural. As

it is written Rom.1:20 “For the invisible things of Him from

the creation of the world are clearly seen being understood

by the things that are made even his eternal power and

Godhead…”  We are all still learning the types and shadows

of unseen truth. When we pray in the spirit while mediating

on scripture we are planting the word deeper in our spirits

and opening up to mysteries and revelations to be developed

within us.

 

Meditation Activation Exercise

 

      Take each scripture and mediate on them while praying

in the Holy Ghost daily. For the next ten weeks. And watch

what will be revealed and increased in your Faith & Seer

gifting. Focus on the parts of scripture the Holy Spirit

enlightens into you. These are your personal rhema focus

points of study.

 

 

Testimony about a prophetic seer deliverance.

 



      I was ministering in a small church in a state up North.

When you come into some small churches with the title

Prophet people want to know if you are real or false. So I was

conducting an alter call and someone brought up a teenager

that had tried to end her life about four or five times. You

could see that she was under demonic control when they

brought her into the prayer line. Her eyes were white,

completely rolled back in her head.  I felt they were saying in

short, “yea prophet pray for this one your the great man of

God.”  As I took her by the hand I could see all the cuts and

bruises on her arms and neck where she had been cutting

herself.   Now she is standing before me looking like a

zombie.   Then I heard the word “tell her about her prom

night.” So I began to look and imagine what it would be like I

missed my own any way. I began to describe it.

 

      “I  see you at your prom you are dancing, you are

dressed in white. You walk out to the car it’s a limo.”

As I talked her eyes begin to slowly come down to the point I

could see the bottom of her pupils. A tear is starting to fall

out of one eye.   Then the Lord said tell her about her

wedding!  As I look for it I saw her at a church still dressed in

white, she is getting married to young man. It is at the end,

They are walking out of the church, rice is being thrown as

she gets in the car, they drive off, I tell her all this. By now

she is in full tears and shaking in my arms. The demonic

force is no longer present. I see you drive up to a little

white house with a white fence your husband is

carrying you into the house.”   She was delivered by a

vision from a word of wisdom; no laying on of hands or

screaming come out you devil. The deliverance came by

restoring her sight that God had an expected end for her and

it was beautiful.  

 

 

 



           God let me use my imagination   to see someone’s

freedom. To see beyond the moment into God’s Jer. 29:11 “

For I know the thoughts I think toward you, saith the Lord,

thought of peace and not of evil to give you and expected

end.”    What if I would have just ministered to the

circumstances, the presence events of what the enemy had

done? Her deliverance was in God’s expected future for her

not her presence events. Many times the trials of life can

become so overwhelming that we want to put  a period at a

point that God   is calling for a comma.   God has not put a

period on prophets or seers just a praise breaking comma to

give us time to get more understanding of his awesome will

and ways.

 

Receiving Inspired Thoughts, Visions and Devine

Imaginations

 

           “…I do that which I see my father do. He doth the

works….” Jesus operated as

a Seer while in his earthly ministry. Psalms 46:10 “Be still

and KNOW that I am God” As you learn to mediate, there is

a stillness that come into you, the logical left brain is very

busy most of the time. Notice I have bolded the parts of

scripture I want you to focus and meditate on. In your

meditation imagine the word KNOW not just from its

intellectual definition, but connect other scriptures that

unveil the word to you. Example Gen. 4:1 “Adam KNEW Eve

his wife….” Sometimes our intellectualism gets in the way of

revelation. The Hebrew and Greek have their place, yet some

types and shadows can only be seen as the Holy Spirit open

them up by revelation and relationship one to another.

 

Inspired Thoughts

 

           Inspired Thoughts are the seed way and doorway to

visions and revelations. The starting point is discerning the



rhema moments within our daily walk. God hides and reveals

himself in simplicity. Everything is usually seed based, we

overlook the simple and under value the small things of our

spirituality, thou missing a great deal of truth.

 

      The astronaut James Benson Irwin walked on the moon in

1971 during the Apollo 15 mission. As he stood there looking

back to earth.   He thought about the strife among nations,

poverty, hunger, and rampant evil, then he received an

inspiring thought.   “what is more important then my

walking on the moon is God walking on the earth.”

Inspired thought can be given to anyone especially when we

are contacting God in prayer.  What Irwin was saying that if

God would walk on the earth, these situations could change.

When Colonel Irwin returned to earth he devoted the rest of

his life to God through ministry. Inspired thoughts can lead

to a greater revelation and understanding as we continue

our journey deeper in meditation and prayer.

 

 

 

Scriptural Visions

 

      We are so blessed to have the written scriptures as our

starting point for biblical seeing of visions.  This is a perfect

place to release our imaginations and watch God turn them

into inspired images and imaginations for his glory. It’s the

safest place to learn and grow. So lets dig in deep into the

gospels and let our imagination flow as we watch the Master

on our imaginary Emmaus Road of discovery and

enlightenment.

 

      Imagine for a moment walking on the Emmaus Road and

spending three wonderful life changing years in His presence

seeing the miracles, blinded eyes opening, the dead raised,

and the lame walk. Yet at this point you don’t see him. Your



mind is filled with the death and the horary of it all. The

cross, the blood, the end of all your dreams, yet not His just

yours. So He returns just like he said he would but you are so

overwhelmed by your emotions and logical thinking you

don’t see him. And he is right here in your presence.

 

           Your mind can be your biggest asset or your biggest

liability. It all depends on how you see what you see. He

rebuked them, He preached to them, yet they did not see, it

was only when he communed with them their eyes were

open. The imagery of the communing process open there

eyes not  the strong Words (rebuking) or the good talking to

(preaching). As he broke bread with them they saw it was

the Lord. Remember our verse in Psalms 46:10 “Be still…”

The sitting down to do something that required little thinking

or prolong thought processing. The non thinking process of

eating, something they had done over and over again, their

minds were on auto pilot. They could see and feel the words

now, as they stated Luke 24:32 “…did not our hearts burn

within as He talked to us alone the way and while He open to

us the scriptures?” The power of visions is right within the

scriptures, it’s the best starting point for seeing deeper into

the spiritual ream. The Holy Sprit gives inspired thought

when we pray and read the Word of God. It’s our job to plant

and let them develop and growth within our hearts and

minds. We water them by pray and meditation until they

become mature functioning revelations. We can walk out by

faith, know by experiencing his presence and manifested

glory. Thereby receiving a personal testimony of faith in Him
 

 

 

 

 

Divine Imagination
 



           Divine Imagination is the spiritual building blocks and

positive strongholds that lays the foundation of living and

walking in the supernatural. As we learn to cast down vain

imaginations we build divine imagery for God to build his

kingdom within us. The spiritual blue prints of everything

God has is within us all. Yet divine imagination is the

doorway to manifestation in the natural and spiritual world.  I

have often ask myself and God, why? Why the process? Why

is it always this step then the next step of faith? Then it

came to me.

 

 

           Our God love to see us increase in our faith and

faithfulness towards him. This is why the need for the

process. God is perfecting everything about us as we grow in

him.  He took the children of Israel on a 40 year journey that

could have been completed in about 11 days, and God called

the journey in the wildness his honeymoon with them.

 

           Active and workable imagination is simply our

Testimonies in action.   It is written in Rev. 12:11 ‘and they

overcame him by the blood of the lamb and by the word of

their testimony…”  Testimonies are the positive strongholds

and spiritual building blocks of our faith. They make our God

a reality within present day truth.  Most other religions have

only a information based facts and incomplete history, but

no true manifested (testimonial) truth that He lives in our

present world.   Your salvation must be greater then past

truth of what happened two thousand years ago. A Christian

stands on the rock of a ever present NOW God, with

testimonies of his presence and power.  That Jesus is greater

then the past, but a ever present NOW God who rules the

present and the future.

 

      Testimonies are divine imaginations that covert our faith

into reality.   The tools by which we overcome the enemy of



religious belief and information based facts. Without

testimonies this book would simply be filled with information

about what I think may work or not work. In fact you can go

to my facebook.com/ricky.dent page and view some of

the testimonies from the people that these events happen

to, from there very own words.  We will continue to add them

as time allows. The angelic encounters , the words of

wisdom, and knowledge, the present day miracles all confirm

His presence in our present world.   As we learn to develop

our divine imagination.   We start with scriptural proof and

personal testimonies of what He is doing in our present lives.

Remember how powerful your witness was when you first

received Christ?   You couldn’t stop talking about him. The

enemy of our faith tries to steal our testimony or make us

forget them as the years go by.   That is why we must keep

them fresh in our memories,   re-live them through

meditation, then add testimonies to them.
 

 

 

 

 

Releasing The Revelation Gifts
 

      Could you just imagine for a moment if all your thoughts

that you have had or will every have are your very own? 

What a lonely world it would be for you.  To you there would

be no God or devil, heaven or hell, just you. In a world that

you could not share, a world without people; just you totally

alone with your thoughts.

 

           We live in a world filled with thoughts, ideas, concepts

and feelings. It is a rich world of insightful exchange flowing

of ideas and colorful feelings that make life wonderful, great,

inventive, joyful, happy, sad and frightening at times. 

Thoughts color our world with a fresh array of choices and

opportunities to enjoy life.



             

           The revelation gifts which are called a word of

knowledge, a word of wisdom and discernment of spirits are

how God administrates thoughts-past, present and the

future. The management of Gods ideas towards and through

his man. Administrating his feeling and divine input into this

world. The bible is the written administration and

management of God’s ideas and thought while the revelation

gifts are the spiritual administration and management of his

thoughts towards his body and the world.   For he is a Spirit

that communicate to His man; Spirit to spirit, and thought to

thought.   His completed thought flows as the Spirit and the

Word agrees. 

 

           This process keeps us from truly being alone with only

our personal thoughts, he will never leave us alone amen.)

The comforter has come to fill the world with His presence

and power. Yet in all this we humans have been given control

of our own thought processes. Yes we can disbelieve or

believe at will. The thoughts that flow in and from your mind

we can control for good or bad.  Our mind is free because of

our will. It is renewable and programmable for great and

mighty things. Unfortunately we have given up too much

control to the enemy to do the programming for us, thus we

are calling good evil and evil good many times. The Lord

would have us take back control of what He gave us starting

with out minds and then the world for his glory.

 

Releasing The Revelation Gifts

 

      I am taking it slow to help you see the awesome power of

an idea or thought from God. And how that all through your

life he has been giving them to you. Remember “You told

me to prove myself” Even when I was running from the

Lord he was still talking to me, calling me to Himself.

 



           Now thoughts have three basic places they are formed

and created.  First is God, then ourselves (the human mind)

or the enemy (the devil.) He mostly forms thoughts (twisting

and squeezing) which   is different from creating thought.

This is the root of his down fall, he was not created to form or

create his own thoughts. His first “I will ….”   brought him

down from heaven.   Therefore because the enemy has no

creative abilities he only turns and perverts mankind’s

thoughts. What we form and create he twist and perverts

your emotions, ideas, feeling and view of your world. Then

blames it back on you. “See what you did, how could

God love you?”

 

           We could write a whole book on this subject. Just

remember the enemy is a thief, and a robber and a killer.

Question, why steal something that you already have or

control? You see he has nothing but a head full of lies.  As a

Christian you will spend a great deal of time growing to

understand this truth.

 

 

           As simple as it may sound it has a very profound

meaning to and for you. This is the foundation of learning to

move in the revelatory gifts, which is discerning the thoughts

of God from your own and the enemies grant illusions. 

Because we were created in His image, we have an

advantage over the enemy. We are his complete thought; he

is a fallen fading memory, The scripture say the day will

come when we will “narrowly look upon him and say is

this he that destroyed kingdoms that brought nations

to not?” Fallen so far from his former glory that one will

have to stretch their eyes to even see him. Saints we have

come  into that day. Amen!

 

      We have been created in His image, that of a three fold

being. As He is so are we! A spirit being with a soul (will,



emotions and intelligence) within a body. Given us legal right

to rule and rain in both worlds the visible earth and the

invisible world of the spirit. God is a Spirit. He has chosen

thoughts and ideas, through visions and dreams to

communicate with his man. He has released His Spirit the

Holy Spirit, to teach and demonstrate how he communicates

to and through us. The gifts of the spirit are his

communication tools to and for us.

 

      The gifts enable God to keep his promise of never leaving

you alone, but always being in and with you till the end. As a

Spirit filled Christian you are never alone with just your

thoughts. He imparts His thoughts, feelings ideas and

concepts into you through a word of knowledge, a word of

wisdom and discernment of spirits. The scripture speaks of

THOUGHTS BEING GIVEN to you of what to say Jer. 29:11

states “I know the thoughts I think towards you, saith the

Lord…” The process is gradual from receiving a “inner

witness within your conscious to clear insight of given

thoughts” from the revelation gifts. One of our first

impressions or inner witnesses comes from the revelation

gifts is Rom. 8:16 “The Spirit itself bearth witness with our

spirits that we are the children of God.” I like to say it this

way when I’m conducting my prophetic schools. The first gift

that operated in you was a  WORD OF KNOWLEDGE. 

 

      The Holy Spirit used a word of knowledge to confirm to

you that you were saved. Therefore your salvation is much

more then just head knowledge, it is confirmed by “His

Spirit bearing witness with your spirit that you are

saved.” Given Thoughts are what has caused most

problems for the carnal side of the mind or left brain. This

side of our mind is mostly analyzing information, it was

designed to work in this earthly world. It thinks thoughts, it

doesn’t do well with receiving “given thoughts,”   The

logical mind can play with insights, inner witnesses, but a



complete given thought or ideas is a little beyond its design. 

However the imagination   and right brain are at home with

“given thoughts.”  Lets look at Rom. 8;16 again look at

the wording “The Spirit itself bearth witness with our

spirits….”Bearing witness with our conscious which is a left

brain function the subconscious is a right brain function. Now

the whole mind knows, its just that God wants you to be

conscious of you salvation on every level.

 

 

           The scripture speak of   “given thoughts” in Mark

13:11 “Take No Thought before hand what ye shall

speak,… whatsoever shall be given you in that hour that

speak ye, for it is not you that speak, but the Holy Ghost.”  

Now how do I move from analyzing thoughts or thinking for

myself to “given thoughts”?  Psalms 46:10 “Be Still and

KNOW…”   Biblical   Meditation develops the STILLNESS

needed to discern GIVEN Thoughts.   The stillness the

scripture is talking about is as if one is watching a movies or

TV screen, images and thoughts just flowing across the mind.

This is why the enemy perverts this area of our mind so, it is

the window into the spirit world, the imagination. Is the

center of the enemies attack, introduction vain imaginations

on every level, trying to block and close this door into the

spirit. So when you tell people God wants to speak to you

through your imagination they look at you as if you have lost

your mind because they know very well how perverted that

area of thinking is even for Christians.  For some it is literary

a spiritual junk yard of vain and perverted imaginations, and

twisted lies.   Biblical Meditation is the tool to help clean up

and renew this area of our minds.  It will take some work for

sure yet it is very do able.

 

On Campus Prophetic Deliverance

 



           We have been conducting prophetic schools for many

years now.   I remember the time we did a prophetic school

on a local college campus.  It was one of our oldest colleges

in the city.   The main reason I felt led to do the school was

the Christian background and foundation I felt the school had

lost.   What angered me so was the fact that here was a

college founded on Christian principals yet so far from its

founding fathers. I could see how so many of the Christian

families, fathers and mothers were sending their children to

this so called Christian base school. Yet the enemy was using

the spirit of homosexuality to turn them out.   The campus

was full of homosexuals to the point that it was affecting the

P.K. Kids; (preachers’ kids). One of the football players came

to me for deliverance from a homosexual spirit.   After the

power of God was demonstrated he came crying for

deliverance.   God allowed us to raise up a twenty-four man

prophetic team of Spirit-filled Christian girls and boys. Once

they were trained and the power and gifts of the Spirit were

being demonstrated the enemy had to back down.   We

conducted free car washes and ministered to the other

students by a word of knowledge and a word of wisdom.

Many were saved and delivered from the homosexual life

style.

 

 

Stirring Up The Revelation Gifts

 

      In 2Timothy 1:6 the Bible says to “stirring up the gift of

God, which is in thee by the putting on of my hands.”   The

revelation gifts are the Seer gifts.  They give one the ability

to see in the Spirit realm. We must understand that stirring

up is not the same for every gift.

 

 

 



           Remember they are section into three areas first the

verbal, then revelatory, then power gifts. To activate and stir

up (in flame) the revelation gifts means to LOOK and

ENVISION with our imaginations or subconscious.   Looking

within not with the conscious or carnal mind, but with the

imagination to see what or if the Lord is projecting any

images or thoughts across it.

 

Word of Knowledge While Standing in the CVS Drug

Store

 

           I was standing in CVS’s drug store picking up some

medicine, the line was somewhat long. Therefore while I was

standing I asked the Lord for a word to bless the woman at

the counter. As I look into my spirit (imagination) I see her

standing in a door with a little girl holding onto her right leg.

The little girl is crying. Then I ask the Lord who is this child,

then He says this is her child, she is not feeling well.  Now I

have this inside information called a word of knowledge.

I’m going to need wisdom in ministering this to her. She

doesn’t know me.  By now I’m standing in front of her at the

counter. So I ask her a question, do you have a little girl? She

looks shocked and gave me the how did you know this look. I

said ha, “I’m not a stalker I’m a minister. Let me tell you

what I just saw. So I begin to share the vision, and she begins

to cry.  Then she says that’s my little girl she wasn’t feeling

well this morning and she didn’t want me to come to work

she was holding onto my leg. Then I asked “can I pray for

you and your daughter. By now everyone in the line is

wondering what is going on? Why is this woman crying?

What is he saying to her? Then just before I prayed for her I

said please don’t fall down, the others will not understand.

Besides that big security guard may think the wrong thing.” 

When you learn how to look you just see.

 

 



Pastor Becomes Chaplin To Police Department

 

      I was ministering in a church in Atlanta doing prophetic

presbytery, as I was ministering basic prophecy which is

exaltation, edification, and comfort to a man, a Word of

Wisdom came to me that said”

 

      The thought came that said you are not going home to

pastor your church. “Your Apostolic anointing is going

to be released to the Police Department of your city.

God is going to make you the Chaplin to the Police

Department of your local town.” Now none of this was in

my head before I started sharing with him and my left brain

doesn’t have a leg to stand on. He smiles is not believing a

word (sometimes you just know you are out here, just you

and God).  Then I said and “you are not to go looking for

this job, they will come looking for you. Don’t fill out

any applications or resumes, the Chief of Police will

call upon you.” A few months later I received a phone call

from him “Prophet of God everything you said came to

past just like you said it, word for word.  I am now the

Chaplin to the police department, God is awesome.

The Police Chief called me into his office and offered

me the job, just like you said.”

             

 

      Now lets look at what was going on inside of me at that

time. I want to be as clear as I can.   The thought was not

from my logical thinking or conscious mind. None of this

made any sense to just jump out and say all of that, my

analytical mind would not have allowed me to do that. 

However because of some past experiences with “GIVEN

THOUGHTS” I didn’t run from it I embraced it. I simply

continued to say what I was seeing.   I was standing on the

revelation within the scripture Mark 13:11 “Take No

Thought before hand what ye speak … whatsoever shall be



given you in that hour that speak ye, for it shall not you that

speak, but the Holy Ghost.” We must learn to act on Psalm

46: 10 BE STLL and watch the screen of your human spirit

the (imagination).   I am reminded of the Prophet Elijah

trying to hear the voice of God: He listened to the wind, yet

God was not in the wind, then the thunder yet God was not

in the thunder, then he covered himself and heard the STILL

SMALL VOICE OF GOD. He had to look in to see out.

 

UNDERSTANDING HOW THE MIND

PROCESS THOUGHTS

 

St. John 4:24

God is a Spirit and they that worship Him

must

Worship him in spirit (Right Brain) and in

truth (Left Brain) function.

 

Right Brain                  Left

Brain                     Left Brain

Godly Thoughts           Human

Thoughts         Ungodly Thought

1. Reading Scriptures            1.

Reading                       1. Reading Ungodly

     (Inspired)                       ( Feeding the

Analytical)        (Feeding the Flesh)

 



2. Unction’s Inner witness 2. Thinking

by Reason   2. Ungodly visions

     (Discernment)                    (Logical &

Reasoning)  

 

 

3. Given Thoughts              3. Visions &

Dreams        3. twisted Imaginations 

      (In Prayer)                         (Vain

Imaginations)         ( Dreams / Nightmares)

 

Biblical Meditation        Worldly

Meditation       Ungodly Meditation

(Alpha & Theta Waves)         (Beta

Waves)                         (Beta Waves)

 

4. Inspired Thoughts     4. Lust of

Flesh           4. Lust of Flesh

  (Word of knowledge /         (Ungodly

Fruits)                       (Immoral Desires)

   Word of Wisdom)              (Negative

Meditation Worry)

 

5. Inspired Imagines       5.

Strongholds               5. Obsessions



   (Praying in the spirit)           

(Roots)                                 (Ungodly

Controls)

 

6. Rhema Moments         6.

Uncontrolled Desires 6. Demonic 

    (Spirit –led Moments)            (Traditions,

& fears)          (Generational Cures)

 

7. Testimonies                  7.

Reprobated Mind       7. Possession

   (Divine Imaginations             (Can not

prove or

     fulfilled)                              Manifest

God in them)

 

 

How The Mind Process Thoughts 16

Day Work Sheet

 

UNDERSTANDING HOW THE MIND

PROCESS THOUGHTS

 

16 DAY WORK SHEET

 



Right Brain                       Left

Brain                         Left Brain

Godly                                

Human                              Ungodly





 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Releasing Angelic Support

 

           As we have demonstrated from the

beginning of his book, that all revelations

are supported by scripture, and

demonstrational testimonies.   Likewise,

this area of the angelic will be a

demonstration of current testimonies and

scriptural proof. Psalms 91:11 states “For

he shall give his angels charge over thee,

to keep thee in all thy ways (12) They shall

bear thee up in their hands, lest thou dash

thy foot against a stone.”   This verse is

also quoted to Jesus by Satan in Matt. 4:6

“And saith unto him, If thou be the Son of

God cast thyself down; for it is written. He

shall give his angels charge concerning

thee, and in their hands they shall bear

thee up, lest at any time thou dash thy

foot against a stone” Therefore the

question should be does every believer

have angelic support, and when would it

not be “tempting God” to release or use



it?   Heb. 1:14 “Are they (angels) not all

ministering spirits, sent forth to minister

FOR them who shall be HEIRS of

Salvation?”   Therefore as we look at the

new testimony scripture we see that the

same focus of angels ministering FOR and

with believers is a valet point. Now our first

testimonial demonstration comes from the

biblical history books within the life of the

modern day founder of the faith moment;

Kenneth Hagin. He wrote that he used

the scripture in Heb. 1:14 to release

angelic support for his ministry. He credits

the building of Rhema Bible College to

the releasing of angelic support even to

the point of receiving personal offering

after ministering during a service.   God

used the angels to help him stay on

budget many times. He goes into great

detail in one of his books, stories and

testimonies of how he received angelic

support throughout his ministry.   This

ministry has given good fruit for over 60

years, and is still bearing great fruit.

 



           Like we have stated earlier in our

writing most true revelations are

progressive not “instant one hit

wonders.”  God inspires and enlightens a

scripture then gives the believer time to

plant it deep within their spirits by building

personal testimonies and acts of faith

developing the good ground of the heart.

 

      Now to answer the second part of the

question: when is it “not tempting” God

to use angelic support? As Jesus replied to

Satan in Matt. 4:7.   The most simple

response would be when the enemy is not

asking you to do it. To clarify this point lets

look at the principles of authority and

power. 

           The Lord had the power to turn the

stones into bread, but the devil did not

have the authority to command him to do

it.  A natural example would be of a police

man having the power to arrest you in your

home, because of his gun. Yet without an

arrest warrant he can’t enter your home

and arrest you.   Satan does not have the

authority to command Christ or any



believer to do any thing against or for God.

Your child my have the power to do many

things yet lack the authority because they

don’t have your permission.     We are not

teaching a ”command angels doctrine”

but a working relationship with who we are

in Christ.   Which is that we are spiritual

beings, living in a body and possessing a

soul. Being filled with the Holy Sprit’s

power within and angelic support without.

Fully covered by God’s grace and hand. As

we develop and mature our faith around

the above scriptures, we will begin to

encounter the angels that are already here

and available FOR us to work with our gifts

and calling.

 

      One of the greatest testimonies to this

was Prophet William Braham.   His gifts

were covered with angelic support. You can

look at many Youtube video clips of

Braham ministering with angelic support.

 

      Now to my personal testimony.  I have

been writing this book on “Releasing The

Seer’s Gift In You” using the principles



within this book to confirm the word of

God. While using the meditation principles,

and studying Philemon 1:6 The scripture

says “That the communication of thy

FAITH my become effectual by the

ACKNOWLEDGING of every good thing

which is in you in Christ Jesus.” My

definition of ACKNOWLEDGE is (acting

on the knowledge of).   As I begin to

mediate on Psalms 91:11, “For he shall

give his angels charge over thee, to keep

thee in all thy ways, (12) They shall bear

thee up in their hands, lest thou dash thy

foot against a stone.”   Allowing my

imagination to flow in line with the

scripture Philemon 1:6. I begin to

acknowledge the angelic presence and

support that is with me.  I was not praying,

it was more of an open vision if I had to

name it, the room was filled with angels. I

was talking with the Lord when I became

aware of their presence. We were talking

about my ministry budget which had

gotten behind about $3000.00. Then the

Lord said to “ask them for the money.”

Therefore I turn and asked. Then one of



the angels said to point to your computer

cabinet and say what you want.

 

 

 

I did saying the following words “I thank

you Lord for the $3000.00 dollars I

need for the ministry this month.” To

be honest I felt foolish, my emotions that

is, so I didn’t awake my wife. I just went to

sleep it was around 3 or 4:am in the

morning.   The next day I got up to pay

some bills with the limited funds I did have

then returned home around noon to check

my mailbox. And to my wonderful surprise

there was a little envelope with five money

orders totally $3000.00 in the envelope, I

was blown away. God is so awesomely

real.  It was a miracle. The people that sent

the money had never sent that much

before. It was just what we ask for the

night  before amen.

 

Miracle Seed of $1000.00

 



      Another testimony, I was in a ministry

service. I was not the speaker.   I came to

received three miracles.   Yes, I come to

church looking for a miracles, don’t we

all?  This happen in Florida. David Hertza

was ministering.   “Glory Zone

Ministries.”   I had taken one of my

prophetic teams down to meet him.  It was

about fifteen of us.   The door opened at

6:00pm.   Service started at 7:00pm We

were the only group from South Carolina. 

The place was packed. Therefore, we

would arrive at the church at 5:00 pm to

get a seat.   And I would start praying for

the service.  Then the Lord spoke and said

I want you to pray until David starts to

preach. I said Lord you know he is going to

do praise and worship for a few hours. 

Then he would start preaching around

10:00 or 10:30 pm sometimes 11:00 pm.

David doesn’t move until he knew the

presence of God has filled the place.   And

we all know there is no rushing God.   So

I’m praying a minimum of 3 hours each

night.   On the 3rd. night I heard the Lord

say, I want you to give this ministry



$1000.00. I said now Lord you know I don’t

have $1000.00 to give.   God said I know

you don’t, I’m going to give it to you.   I

know you.  If I didn’t tell you to give it you

wouldn’t do it.  Wow! Now here I am in this

service, all the praise and worship is going

on and I get this word. I almost got

offended so I said ok. God give me a

$1000.00 and he will get it.  All the money

I had in my pocket was for that night’s

offering and the next offering and gas

money for home.   This totaled about

$125.00 That was it.     I didn’t tell anyone

about what I had heard God say.   I didn’t

want to sound or look crazy to the

students.

 

 

 

 

           I knew they didn’t have the money

either.  It was a miracle how we got to the

conference in the first place.  When we got

back to the hotel, the bell hop asked were

we going on the cruise in the morning.   I

said what cruise?   He stated that this trip



came with a one day free cruise in the

Atlanta Ocean. I ask could everyone go,

and he said sure.  The boat leaves around

noon tomorrow.   So the next day we

checked out and drove about 30 minutes

to the cruise ship.   It’s a gaming ship but

the food and drinks are free.   Everyone is

having a great time watching the elderly

gamble.   We are about two hours on the

Atlantic I looked at my cell phone and it

says no service we were too far out. Then

about 10 minutes later my cell phone

rings.   Its my wife informing me that a

young man wanted to buy one of my sons

cars for $2000.00. I said to her put him on

the phone. We talked. He had $1000.00

now and would have the other half when I

come back to SC.   I told him the name of

my bank,   and told him to go there and

when he got there give the bank teller the

phone and I will give her my account

number so he can make the deposit.   Its

gets more amazing as we get closer to

releasing the money to the ministry.   The

young man does exactly   what I asked . 

The teller deposits the $1000.00 into my



account around 4:30 pm and around 4:50

I’m off the ship and at the bank’s drive-

through window with an out of town

driver’s license collecting the money.  Now

we are going to sow this seed as a group. 

Remember I am believing for a miracle. 

We arrived back at the church and its

offering time.   Everyone is excited about

this seed.  The man of God is ministering. 

After the offering he asked how many

would like to receive gold or silver fillings

on their teeth. I raised my hand. All I have

is these old black fillings.   Now he wants

every one that believes that God is giving

gold or silver fillings to let some one look

in their mouth.   Wow this is going to take

faith.   I don’t have the best teeth and my

breath.  Ok! I’ll do it. So I let seven people

look in my mouth and by the 6th. person

they are seeing silver fillings over the

black ones.

 

      This is awesome. I run to the rest room

to see for myself. And wow, they are silver;

first miracle. Next, one of the prophetic

team members had a bad knee. Her knee



was healed, 2nd, Miracle, Another student is

loosing her hair in the back of her head.

Hair begins to instantly grow there, 3rd,

miracle.

 

 

 

 

 

      She can see it growing. My son was in

trouble with the law. This is a secret. One I

didn’t tell anyone and God moved for him.

He got time cut in half 4th. miracle

Supernatural Favor! I discovered  this when

I returned home.

 

Looking Down to See Up

 

           Jesus looked down to see up into the

heart of the Father. Remember the woman

brought to Him that was caught in the very

act of adultery. (see St. John 8:3-4) Jesus

was activating the Seer gifting by writing

on the ground.  Choosing not to let logic or

reasoning answer the crowd, but listening

for the voice of the father.  The writing on



the ground simply stirred up the visionary

side of his mind to see beyond the

judgmental mind sets of all those around

him. He needed wisdom from above. And

when that wisdom was released it touches

the heart and conscious of everyone

present. “He that is without sin cast

the first stone.”

 

           The simple act of stooping down and

writing on the ground opened up the Seer

gifting that activates the imagery side of

the mind. There was no logical reason for

doing this.   It just doesn’t add up in the

natural. This is an awesome opportunity to

learn from the Master how to hear from the

Father when the enemy is trying to

pressure you into answering from the

flesh.

 

      Many times from our logical mind sets

we try to do what the Word says, yet in the

wrong spirit and heart.   We commit a

greater error then. I believe we are at the

same place today in our response to many

issues such as homosexuality, gay rights,



abortion and our present view of this

country’s leadership.   We all know what

the letter of the Word says. And our hands

are filled with stones ready to throw them

at any and everyone.   The logical mind or

reasoning would say “WE CAN’T

SUPPORT UNGODLY ISSUES” condemn

them all to Hell! Then the world looks at us

as hatemongers, and the gospel pays for

our attitudes.   The hot topics of the day

are the tools the enemy is using to offend

the gospel of the kingdom.

 

 

 

 

 

      It’s time to stoop down and write in the

sands of time, to open up to wisdom from

above, my brothers and sisters.  Activating

Words of Wisdom from above, the letter

kills but the Spirit giveth life.   Jesus didn’t

overlook her sin; he simply forgave it, in

light of the spirit that had presented the

truth to him. They were trying to use truth

to trap him in the law of Moses.  It was the



old “I’m Damned if I do and I’m

Damned if I don’t” scheme of Satan

wanting Jesus to side with or against the

law. It is wise to know who and why the

truth is being presented to us before we

make a ruling. The enemy will present

truth to get some to rule against love and

life.   Should we sat back and say nothing,

watching the world go to hell in a hand

basket? The word says be ready to give

an answer to all men for the “hope”

that lies within you. Jesus gave an

answer for the “hope” that rest within

him as the coming redeemer of all men,

the life giver not taker. And still

understanding and relating to who was

asking the questions, “the accuser of

the brethren.”   We have received the

ministry of reconciliation therefore we faint

not to extend “hope” to all that are out of

the way. Especially to those that are blind

to the way. We have the same opportunity

to give an answer for the “hope” that rest

within us to a dying world. This hope rest

within all that have been reconciled. This is



a timeless hope that Jesus gave the

woman caught in the very act of adultery. 

 

           The answer to today’s issues can not

be found fighting over who is the biggest

sinner or the most sinful people on the

planet. We need insight that goes beyond

the circumstances into the depths of the

heart of the father. Most of the

circumstances only cover the letter of the

issues and not the spirit behind them. We

need the spirit of healing and deliverance

to wash out country, a new law is not

enough this time.

 

      I am reminded of the little girl that was

trying to commit suicide by cutting her

arms and neck. She needed to see a future

that was brighter then her circumstances;

a Jer. 29:11 future.   Because her healing

and deliverance was in His future not her

present situation and circumstances. God

has a future for you and this country, let

his kingdom come and His will be done.

 

 



 

 

 

The true seer gift allows one to look into a

deeper dimension of truth, beyond the

surface of intellectual reasoning, into the

heart and spirit of the Master. The seer gift

opens up the conscious of every one

standing in the crowed and revealed the

plans of the enemy as well. Therefore His

wisdom came not from the circumstances

He faced, nor from past knowledge or

experience, but from the heart of the

father. Behold I do a new thing saith

the Lord!

 

Unlocking The 4th.Dimensional Seer

Gift Through – “LOVE”

 

      The love of God is called “Agape.” It is

a 4th. Dimensional Love meaning God’s

love is on a higher level then human love

yet. Eph. 3:18 - 19 defines it this way

“May be able to comprehend with all the

saints what is the BREADTH and

LENGTH, and DEPTH, and HEIGHT;”



Describing the Love of God in four

dimensions covering this three

dimensional earthly world and beyond.

(19) “And to know the LOVE of Christ,

which passeth knowledge, that ye

might be FILLED with all the FULLNESS

OF GOD.”   The love of God goes beyond

this visible world, far beyond what we can

see, feel or even think.   It is sometimes

hard for humans to love beyond what we

see or feel, we love from our earthly

affections. Yet the word says to “set our

affections on things above.” The Holy

Spirit is considered above, even though it

is within every believer it is within another

dimension which is above this three

dimensional world. Example if you looked

inside of a person with your physical eyes

you would not see the Holy Spirit; yet it is

there, in another dimension.

 

           I am introducing you to multiple

dimensional realities, because this is

the world that the Seers lives in and

see into. When I say I see or I’m looking

into the Spirit. What I’m doing is seeing



and looking into another dimension; the

spiritual world.   Now the natural, carnal or

conscious mind is limited to this three

dimensional world, it is the imagination

that is open to higher dimensions.  Let me

give you a natural example of the power in

imaginations of seeing things that are not

yet real in this three dimensional world. For

example the common “CELL PHONE”

some of you may recall that cell phones

were first seen and introduced in a movie

call “STAR TREK.”   Yet during that time

there was no technology available to

produce cell phones, they came out of

someone’s imagination.  

 

 

 

 

      The scripture says in Rom. 1:20 “For

the invisible things of Him from the

creation of the world are clearly seen being

understood by the things that are made

even his eternal power and Godhead…”

The Love of God that is in the “invisible

realm” is seen and is a reflection of the



natural three dimensional love that is seen

within human feelings, emotions, and acts

of kindness. However it is only a fraction of

the fullness of the love of God. Love’s

greatest three dimensional

expression is seen on the CROSS, that of

a man laying down his life for his brethren. 

 

           However the word says it is even

deeper then that and higher. In fact the

love of God is God, the scriptures say,

“for God is love.”   Most of us when we

here this we immediately think about

physical love, like feelings, emotions,

kindness, sex etc. Eph. 3:19 “And to

know the LOVE of Christ, which passeth

knowledge, that ye might be FILLED with

all the FULLNESS OF GOD.”

 

           The love of Christ, which PASSETH

KNOWLEDGE.   What passeth knowledge?

It is an EXPERIENCE or ENCOUNTER

with God himself. There is a dimension of

Love in Christ that is greater then simply

head knowledge of Christ. It is to

experience his presence and power to



have personal testimonies that He is real.

This is the being FILLED with the

FULLNESS OF GOD. Our prayer and main

goal in sharing the knowledge of the Seer

Gifts is that you will experience that

fullness of God. That you will go far pass

knowledge of him into an experience that

proves him to you and your world.   Come

join us in our online   six months boot

camp, or one year mentoring schools,

where you will not just learn by knowledge

but by experiencing the fullness of His

presences and power.   By the end of this

online course you “May be able to

comprehend with all the saints what is

the BREADTH and LENGTH, and DEPTH,

and HEIGHT;” of the love & experience

of God which passeth just the knowledge

of God. We welcome you to join this

ministry online for the experience of a life

time that passeth knowledge and bring

you into the fullness of his love and grace.

We want to hear your personal testimonies

by the end of the course, to the glory and

praise of God.

 



 

 

 

 

Prophetic Video Testimonies 

Facebook.com/ricky.dent 

 

 

Links To Prophetic Video Testimonies

 

 

1.         Prophetic Video Testimony

Designer Sergio Hudson

<iframe

src=https://www.facebook.com/video/e

mbed?video_id=27921701

87  60189” width=”640” height=”480”

frameborder =”0” > </frame>

 

 

2.       Prophetic Video Testimony of

Pastor Becoming Chaplin To

    Police Department

 

<iframe



src=https://www.facebook.com/video/e

mbed?video_id= 1874516634 499”

width=”320” height=”240”

frameborder =”0” > </frame>

 

 

3.       Prophetic Video Testimony of

Miracle Birth of Baby Girl

 

      <iframe

src=https://www.facebook.com/video/e

mbed?video_id

 

 

 

 

 

 

Online Prophetic Seer Boot Camp and

Indepth Training School

 

 

ACTS II

THE AWAKING OF THE LIVING

EPISTLES



 

 

JOIN THE ONLINE SCHOOL

 

NOW 

 

PROHETIC SEER SCHOOL’S

 

 

COURSE

 

OUR 6 MOS. BOOT CAMP

 

OR

 

1 YEAR MENTOR SHIP PROGRAM

 

http://www.wiziq.com/tutor-profile/108876-

prophet-ricky-dent-propheic-evangelism-

shool-teacher

 

 

 

http://www.wiziq.com/tutor-profile/108876-prophet-ricky-dent-propheic-evangelism-shool-teacher


 

 

MONTHLY ONLINE CLASSES First Year

Course:

 

Video & Audio Chat Room Set up with

White Board: Dates

&  Time to be Announced at Web Site

http://www.wiziq.com/tutor-profile/108876-

prophet-ricky-dent-propheic-evangelism-

shool-teacher

 

1.     Seer Testing & Training

 

2.    Seer Gifting Work Book

 

3.    Seer Activation Exercise

 

4.   Home Work Video Testimonies

Sent back to Class

 

5.    Prophetic Fasting & Prayer

Secessions

 

6.    Season Prophetic Guess

 

http://www.wiziq.com/tutor-profile/108876-prophet-ricky-dent-propheic-evangelism-shool-teacher


7.    Prophetic Mentorship

 

8.    Video Taped Market Place

Ministry

 

9.    Prophetic Evangelism & Soul

Winning

 

10.                        Prophetic A.I.M (Accuracy

Integrality & Maturity)

 

11. Prophetic World Events

 

12.                        Prophetic Hebrew Seasons

& Times
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